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of the throne and the prosperity of the nation.\ He knew
that war created heavy taxation; that taxation fell chiefly
on those Tory gentlemen whom he was anxious to reconcile
to the new dynasty; and that war also provided foreign
nations with the opportunity to embarrass the Government
by supporting the Pretender. On the other hand, he saw
that peace made for prosperity and prosperity for the
adherence of the nation to the Hanoverian line. fin 1733 !
Europe plunged into the War of the Polish Succession
(1733-38), but Walpole did not allow England to raise a
finger in the defence of either side, proudly declaring to
Queen Caroline, " There are fifty thousand men slain in \
Europe and not one Englishman."1	'
Holland had already promised France to remain neutral, i England .re-
.fuses to join
in  the  War
of the Polish
succession,
1733-
in return for a pledge by the French that they would not
interfere in the Austrian Netherlands.  (England pleaded^
the example of Holland to justify her obstinate inactivity:;
when Austria, relying on the Treaty of Vienna, claimed thef
assistance of England, Walpole replied that the war had!
been precipitated by Austrian rashness and that no hostilej
measures could therefore be undertaken.   Walpole laboured!
to restore the peace: whilst to Austria, the ally, he denied!
assistance, to France, the enemy, he constantly threatened^
action: he corresponded personally with ambassadors, and!
conducted arduous negotiations to break up the Bourbon
alliance of France and Spain.   In 1738 peace was made:
Augustus III of Saxony was recognised as King of .Poland;
Stanislas Leczinski was promised the Duchy of Lorraine,
when the death of the Grand Duke of Tuscany should make
it possible to transfer the Duke of Lorraine thither.   Don
Carlos, baulked of his succession to Tuscany, and having
already surrendered Parma to the Emperor, was established
in the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.    Only one more year
remained before the violence of the Parliamentary Opposition
and the blind outcry of the nation plunged England head-
long into the War of Jenkins's Ear and this, within a year,
became merged in the larger struggle of the War of the
Austrian Succession.   Though Walpole remained in office
1 Ibid., p. 309*

